


CONSTRUCT-O-CRAFT  This  small  American  system
appeared  in  1946,  soon after  BUILDO (see 27/796),  and
they  had  certain  features  in  common.  These  included
detachable Hubs, an Eccentric, & smaller than usual N&B.
C-O-Cs other  obvious feature is  the impressed pattern of
bracing on all the Strips. 

This  account  is  based  on  several  incomplete  No.500
outfits, parts from a No.800 set; & notes on two No.100 sets.

Revised MCS Entry

Name  CONSTRUCT-O-CRAFT

Country  U.S.A.

Maker  Boxar Tool  & Mfg. Co; from 1948: Hedge Tool &
Mfg. Co. Both of 2240 W. Ogden Ave., Chicago 12, Illinois.

Sets  Nos. 100, 300, 500, 800.

History  1945 is mentioned in MCS but the first manual is 
©1946, and only the No.500 set is mentioned in it. 1947 saw
a new manual and the introduction of the 300 & 800 sets 
(though an example of the 300 has yet to be seen). The only
known No.100 outfit is from Hedge Tool, and its Model 
Sheet is © 1948 - it is the only known set from that company 
but the 300, 500, & 800 outfits are advertised on the No.100 
Model Sheet. No later material is known.

Hole dia.  4.0mm.

Hole pitch  12.7mm.

Colour  Most parts are plated, perhaps with zinc, and the 
finish now varies from bright to very dull. All Plates though, 
except the Flanged Plates, are painted black on one side 
(#530 on both). The non-painted side is sometimes found 
gold lacquered The Fibre Plate #505 is black.

Bosses  The normal boss is only used on certain parts in
the No.800 set. It is brass, 9.5mm Ø, 3.95mm bore, with a
narrow, shallow ring of peening, and is single-tapped 6-32.
Some are zinc plated.

The  detachable  Hub,  #529,  is  brass  or  aluminium,
16.7mm long o/a, with a 4.0mm bore. The hexagonal body is
9.5mm  A/F,  7.2  mm  long,  &  is  single-tapped  6-32.  The
spigot is threaded ¼"x32tpi.

Fixing  6-32 N&B. Various different N&B are found. Often
found  are  steel  Bolts,  8.9mm  u/h,  with  a  5.7mm Ø very
shallow  mushhead;  and  6.4mm  A/F,  square,  brass  Nuts,
2.5mm thick.  Both are dull  plated. Others known are zinc
plated  brass,  hex  Nuts,  6.3mm A/F,  and  steel  RH Bolts,
6.3mm Ø, either untreated & 7mm u/h, or zinced & 8mm u/h.

The  Hub  screws  into  the  formed  upset  centre  of  the
Pulley Disc, #520.

Axles  3.75-3.83mm Ø with square ends.

DP  30.

Motors  one 110v.

Remarks  The Hub/Disc method of making pulleys is 
labelled ‘Patent Pending’ in the manuals but no actual patent
is known at present.

PARTS  All  the  parts  and  their  names  are  shown
opposite – some supplementary notes follow:
• The Crank Handle, #503, is 13½cm long o/a with a 2½cm
handle.
• The  Fibre Plate, #505, is .25mm thick and was rolled up
for packing in the set. Perhaps it was somewhat squashed in
doing so judging from the examples seen. The corner holes
are at  8.2 & 5.45" centres,  and so the equi-spaced holes
along the short edges are at about (a rather useless) 1.35"

pitch. This doesn’t actually matter in the manual models.
• The  Strips,  #506-511, are 12.7mm wide and .8 to 1mm
thick. The embossed pattern looks quite attractive in some
models and no doubt adds a little stiffness, but the edges of
many  of  the  Strips  are  slightly  wavy  from  the  stamping
process. The flat ends usually allow a neat 1 hole overlap
joint but longer laps are untidy if both raised sides face in the
same  direction.  The  flat  ends  prevent  the  ‘vees’  from
interlocking. 
• The Flat Bracket, #512, is 11mm wide, and the A/B, #516,
is made from it.
• All the Flanged Plates have square corners. Not shown in
the illustration are 7 shallow, impressed grooves, 3mm wide,
in the top face of the Sector Plate.
• The  centre  of  the  Pulley Disc,  #520,  is  upset  on  the
concave side to carry the thread.
• The  Loose Pulley,  #522,  is  brass,  12.7mm  o.d.,  5mm
wide, and the bottom of its vee is flat.
• The  Plates, #525-527 & 530, are just thick enough to be
rigid. The black paint on those zinced on the reverse side
chips off easily, but is much more durable on the 2 exampes
of the gold lacquered type to hand. Both incidentally have
narrow brown stripes running across the gold lacquer.
• The Hook is 25½mm long o/a & is made from 1.2mm wire.
• The  Screwdriver is  110mm  long  o/a,  and  the  wire  is
3.6mm Ø. The Spanner is 72mm long o/a and 1.3mm thick.
The small end is hexagonal and just fits the Nuts; the jaw
width of 9.5mm at the other end is slightly too small to fit the
Hub. The jaw gaps are the same as those in the BUILDO
Spanner,  and  the  two  are  very  similar,  but  the  C-O-C  is
noticeably wider at the large end, 22mm across against 19.

The ‘800’ Parts 
• The 5*7h Flanged Plate, #532, has, like the other Flanged
Plates, flanges with round holes & square corners.
• The 45t Gear, #533, 39.3mm o.d., is dull plated brass with
a peened in boss. The 15t  Pinion,  #534, 13.9mm o.d.,  is
plain  brass  machined  from  the  solid,  with  a  3.4mm  face
width.  The  two  are  a  little  tight  running  together  at  1"
centres.  The  teeth  of  the  Pinion  have  less  taper  than  is
usual.
• Pulleys. The ½" o.d., #535, is solid brass. The 1" & 1¼"
(#536 & 537) have aluminium or steel discs of exactly those
diameters, joined with brass bosses. Their vees are about
4mm wide and are parallel at the circumference, like some
ERECTOR Pulleys.
• The  Shafting Standard too may be steel  or aluminium.
The base holes are at 2" pitch and the top holes are at 1" to
take the Gears. In the example to hand the top holes look as
if they have been opened out to 4.3mm Ø, perhaps to allow
the Gears to run sweetly.
• The  Motor (right)
is  called  the  Micro
Motor in an ad, and
is described as 318"
high  by  238"  wide,
fully cased in alum-
inum, with a baked
black wrinkle finish,
and  louvres  front
and back.  A photo
of  an  actual  Motor
shows  bright  feet,
and  a  bright  grille
instead  of  the
nameplate  on  the
top.  The  Motor’s
shaft is 18" Ø and the Motor Pulley for it has a blind bore. It is
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9.3mm o.d. with an 8.5mm Ø boss single-tapped for a 4-36
Grub Screw.

A ‘100’ Part  A 9*5h Flanged Plate with square corners, only
included in the No.100 outfit.

SETS  The  No.500 is the most commonly found outfit
and is packed in a box 14*18", with the lid below. The parts
are mostly clipped to a red backing card but a few are held
under slits in it. The N&B are in a small black & grey card
box with the name & SMALL PARTS on it; the Brackets are in a
clear plastic tube about 6" long.

The 800 is in a deeper box of about the same size with a
similar lid except that the background is green. Half the box
is taken up by the Motor in one corner and the ‘800 only’
parts clipped to a red card alongside it. The other parts are
on 2 layers of red cards in the other half. The small parts box
is like the 500 one but stamped ‘800’ on the top.

The  two  No.100 sets  known,  both  from  Hedge  Tool,
have  different  packaging.  One  is  in  a  normal  box,
13½*11*1¼", and its label is rather like the photo part of the
manual  cover in the next column. It  has the same boy &
Bridge but the background is red, the 3 parts of the name
are one under  the other,  and ‘Model  100’  is  in  the black
squiggle at the top. Text on the right side replaces the centre
oblong, and claims 96 steel & brass parts, with  the major
parts heavily plated.

The other set, in a tube, was mentioned in 18/522. Its
wrap around label is like the box one, but with black bands
top & bottom bearing a slogan & the company name.

The 22 different parts in the Set are shown on the Model
Sheet  (with  the  boxed  set),  but  without  quantities.  These
parts,  with  their  possible  numbers  (from the  model  ‘parts
required’) in curly brackets, are 5, 11, & 19h Strips {8,4,2}; 3
& 5h long DAS {2,2}; the Pulley Disc & Hub {4,4}; the 5h Ø
Disc, & ½" Loose Pulley {1,1}; the Corner, Angle, Double &
Flat  Bracket  {2,4,3,4};  2¼  &  4¼"  Axles,  and  the  Crank
Handle {2,2,1}; a RH Bolt, square Nut, & Hook {25,22,1}; the
Spanner & Screwdriver {1,1}. The other part in the Set (and
used in the models) is the  9*4h Flanged Plate {1}, but the
7*5h (#532A) is shown in the Illustrated Parts. No Flanged
Plate or Model Sheet  was in what  remained of  the tubed
outfit.

MANUALS  Apart from a Model Sheet for the No.100
outfit, copyright 1948, only two manuals are known. The first,
copyright 1946, for the 500 set, is described in the Summary
below. The other, copyright  1947, is similar but with some
changes & additions to cover the 300 & 800 sets. The main
changes are listed after the 500 Summary.

Summary  of  the  1946  Model  500  MANUAL   •Name:
Construct-O-Craft  Model  500  Engineering  Handbook.
•Details of  maker: Boxar Tool & Mfg. Co., 2240 W Ogden

Ave., Chicago 12, Illinois.  •Dates &/or Ref Nos: © 1946 on
p1 & C4. •Page size: 276*210mm. •No. of pages: 32+covers.
•Language:  English.  •Printing:  Cover  below;  models  are
B&W photos with pink surrounds.  •Page Nos. of Illustrated
Parts & highest PN: C3,6324.  •Page Nos. of Set Contents &
highest  PN:  32,6324.  •Sets  covered:  No.500.  •No.  of
models: 69. •Name, Page No. of first & last model (no Model
Nos.):  PLAYGROUND  SLIDE,2;  HEAVY  DUTY  RADIAL  DRILL
PRESS,29. •Other notes: • parts needed for models on pp30-
31. • templates for card parts on p32.

Changes in the 1947 Model 500 MANUAL  • The cover is
as above but with the centre oblong orange, and ‘(ALSO USED

FOR MODELS 800 & 300)’ in small letters under ‘ENGINEERING
HANDBOOK’.  • C2 has  an ad for  the Motor  instead of  a
letter from the ‘boss’.  • p1 & C4 have ‘1st Edition copyright
1946 & 2nd Edition copyright 1947’.  • In the Parts Required
pages the models that can be made with  the 300 set are
asterisked,  from Playground Slide to Drill  Press.  Also tips
are  given  in  the  model  pages  for  adapting  some  other
models to the 300 contents. • The Set Contents now include
Sets  300  &  800,  and  the  new  parts  are  shown  in  the
Illustrated Parts.  • The colour surrounds for the models are
light  green.  • The  800  set  is  the  subject  of  a  centre
supplement of 4 unnumbered pages, with orange surrounds
to  some of  the  illustrations.  ‘ENGINEERING HANDBOOK
SUPPLEMENT  NUMBER  ONE’  is  on  p1  together  with  a  Line-
shafting model. p2 shows a Lathe, and p3 a Countershaft
model. p4 describes gearing-down using Gears & Pulleys.

The 1948 MODEL SHEET  This is a sheet about 18*28",
printed on both sides in B&W, and folded into four. On the
front  is  the  heading  ‘MODEL  100  CONSTRUCTION
MANUAL and MODEL PARTS LISTING’.  Under it  are the
parts needed for the different models, and illustrations of the
different parts in the Set (including the 5*7h Flanged Plate,
but numbered 532A, presumably the PN of the 9*5h version
used  in  the  models).  At  the  bottom  is  ‘MANUFACTURED

EXCLUSIVELY  BY HEDGE  TOOL  &  MFG.  CO.,  2240  WEST
OGDEN AVENUE, CHICAGO 12, ILLINOIS, U.S.A. © 1948 H.T.&M.

Co.’ On the reverse side is an ad for the Motor, and another
for the 300, 500, & 800 sets.

There are 21 models on the front side, from SUN DIAL to
FLAT  CAR,  and on  the  back  are  27  more,  from  RADAR
TOWER to SAW HORSE.

MODELS  There is one large photo of each model, with
additional  views  of  details  in  a  few  cases.  The  69  ‘500’
models range from simple domestic items and other small
models, the Bomber opposite for instance (but how are the
wheels held on?), to the Shovel above right. This and a few
other  models  have  a  simple  band  brake.  In  a  handful  of
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models  the  Eccentric  is  used  to  provide
reciprocating motion, as in the Hand Car on
the previous page. Those cases, some cord
drives,  and  centre-pivot  steering,  are  the
main  mechanical  features.  The  unusual
Fibre Plate is used as the casing of tanks &
boilers,  in  a  Loco for  example,  and  in  the
Covered wagon right.

The  three  ‘800’  models  are  rather
disappointing.  The  Line-shafting  merely
shows  all  the  new  Pulleys  on  a  geared
countershaft,  with  a  cord  drive  from  the
Motor. The Motor isn’t used in either of the
other models, nor any of the new parts. The
Countershaft is labelled as a Special Model
and  shows  straight  &  crossed  cord  drives
between  pairs  of  pulleys.  It  needs  many
more  parts  than  are  in  the  Set  but  the
functionality  of  the  model  could  easily  be
achieved with those in the 500 outfit. The third model is the
Lathe below. I don’t think it has any working features other
then the pulley drive to the main spindle.

The 48 small ‘100’ models are mostly new and while not
very exciting, they are a fair selection from a small set, with
most  of  the  usual  favourites  present.  The  Farm  Wagon
opposite  is  not  the  best  model  but  does  show  the  5*9h
Flanged Plate clearly.

I  made  a  Derrick  Crane from my 500 set  without  too
much difficulty,  although a few problems arose. The main
one was that there is no Collar or Axle Stop in the system –
the Hub or Double Bracket (with a N&B through the base
hole)  can  be  used  but  they  are  often  needed  for  other
purposes and in any case often prove to be over large for

the  job.  BUILDO  provided  Fibre  Washers,  which  worked
quite  well.  Having
the  Hub  screw  into
the  Disc  was
satisfactory  when
making  pulleys  but
when other parts are
used on the Hub the
Disc  acts  as  a  nut,
and in that case it is
not  as  neat  as  the
real Nut in BUILDO.
The design of a few
of the parts could be
improved,  notably
the  Triangular  Plate
&  Corner  Bracket
where  the  excess
metal  outside  their
base  holes  often
interferes with adjac-
ent parts.

THANK YOU
to  all  who  have
contributed  material
for  this  account,
including:
Orion DreamDancer,
Chris Freeman,
Don Redmond, &
Richard Symonds.
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